Shane works
with organisations
that want their
employees to lead
change to create
thriving,
innovative cultures

Shane's most
requested programs:
Be a leader - even if you're the only
one in the team
Learn how to commit and make the choice to lead
through change and difficult times
Inspire and lead with humour and humanity, not fear
and control
Grasp the importance of being true to yourself to
engage and influence. Polonius in Hamlet said it best.
This above all; to thine own self be true.

Some of Shane's raving fans:

Make Culture your Value Proposition

Shane recently worked with us for a major client.

Understand why values like Impact, Curiosity and

Shane’s professionalism was fantastic – his

Courage are so much more important for your

approach was a great mix of creativity and

organisation than Safety, Communication and Excellence

pragmatism to meet the client’s needs. His humour

Embrace cultures of purpose and empathy to drive

ensured that the atmosphere was kept light and

exponential growth

entertaining yet focused. Shane was highly

Uncover culture's secret sauce and how it eats resilience

regarded by all and we expressed a keenness to

for lunch

work with him again. Great job!

Be comfortable in saying you don't have all the answers -

Fulton Smith - Director - Gravitas Leadership
Group

its called humility - Gens X, Y and Z will respect you for it

Shane always stressed the importance of staying
true to yourself and not lowering your standards
to "fit in". After many years people still count
Shane as one of the best and fairest leaders they
have ever worked for. That's testament to Shane's
integrity and his ability as a leader to have
people follow his path.

Shane Clews - Queensland Government

I’d neglected myself for years, without ever
noticing. It wasn’t until Shane enabled me to look
at myself, I realised what I’d been doing, and
more importantly, what I was missing.
From that, I’ve become more grounded and
focused on what I want to give to the world. Truly
grateful for the lesson.

Aaron Evans - Freelance Theatre Director

It's time to fix the Fixers
Promote the values of change and development
over process and control
Discover value of integration to create opportunities
and restrict limitations
Foster cultures that enshrines the effective
preservation of your greatest asset - your people

Why you should book Shane Mallory
He has an incredible ability to engage a crowd and make your event memorable
Can tell you in advance exactly what your delegates will take away from his presentations,
how their behaviour will change and what new actions they will take
Is happy to be at your event all day and won’t just swan in 15 minutes before and sneak off
straight afterwards
He is more than willing to stay for questions, or even socialise with your delegates if
requested
Is happy to promote your conference with video, blogs and social media leading up to the
event
Has more than one awesome keynote, can do breakout sessions or workshops, and is an
amazing MC as well.
Considers the actual speech as only about half of what you are getting when you book him
Has a reputation for being personable, conscientious and just so easy to work with

Connect with Shane
shanemallorymc

shanemallory.com

You can

LE A D !

For questions, availability and bookings please contact Shane on
T: +61 403 175 702
E: mail@shanemallory.com
W: shanemallory.com

